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Modification of Electron Velocity Distribution in
Bounded Plasmas by Secondary Electron Emission

Dmytro Sydorenko, Andrei Smolyakov, Igor Kaganovich, and Yevgeny Raitses

Abstract—A particle-in-cell code has been developed for simula-
tions of plasmas of Hall thruster discharges. The simulated system
is a plasma slab bounded by dielectric walls with secondary elec-
tron emission. An external, accelerating electric field directed par-
allel to the walls and an external magnetic field directed normal
to the walls are applied. The strongly anisotropic non-Maxwellian
electron velocity distribution function is obtained in simulations.
The average energy of electron motion parallel to the walls is de-
fined by collisional heating in the accelerating electric field. This
energy is much higher than the average energy of electron motion
normal to the walls, which is determined by the energy of electrons
produced in ionization and by scattering of electrons by neutral
atoms. The electron distribution function for velocity components
normal to the walls is depleted for energies above the near-wall
plasma potential. The effects of Coulomb collisions on the electron
velocity distribution function and electron wall losses are studied.

Index Terms—Electron beams, electron emission, Hall effect,
particle collisions, plasma engines, plasma sheaths.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N CONFINED plasmas, the electron flux to the wall is deter-
mined by the electron velocity distribution function (EVDF)

and by the sheath potential, which are consistent with the wall
properties. It is shown, mostly numerically but also experimen-
tally, that numerous kinds of low-pressure discharges, such as
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharges [1], capacitively
and inductively coupled plasmas [2]–[4], direct current (dc) dis-
charges [5], etc., have a non-Maxwellian EVDF. However, for
the sake of simplicity, the EVDF is often approximated as a
Maxwellian, which may lead to misleading results.

For example, the Hall thruster channel has walls made of
ceramics with strong secondary electron emission (SEE). For
plasma with a Maxwellian EVDF, the flux of electrons to the
bounding wall grows considerably with the increase of the elec-
tron temperature [6], which is an important factor that limits the
electron temperature. The fluid theories based on the assump-
tion that the EVDF is Maxwellian [7]–[10] predict fast electron
cooling due to wall losses and saturation of the electron temper-
ature with the growth of the discharge voltage. However, in ex-
periments [11], [12], the electron temperature inside the thruster
channel was several times higher than the maximum value for
the electron temperature predicted by the fluid theories. Kinetic
studies of plasmas in Hall thrusters [13] reveal the depletion
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of the high energy tail of the EVDF and the reduction of the
electron losses to the wall compared with fluid theories. It was
shown in [1] for ECR discharges that the EVDF near a wall is
far from Maxwellian and is strongly anisotropic in the loss cone.
Therefore, the proper analysis of the plasma-wall interaction re-
quires kinetic plasma simulations.

The loss cone in [1], and in this paper, is defined as follows.
Electrons with kinetic energy form a sphere in the velocity
phase space. If , where is the plasma potential relative
to the wall, then part of these electrons has the energy of motion
normal to the wall sufficient to leave the system, i.e.,

. In the velocity phase space the vectors of velocities of these
electrons are inside the cone with the tip at the origin and the
angle of opening . This cone is called the loss
cone.

A particle-in-cell (PIC) code has been developed for simula-
tions of a plasma layer immersed in external electric and mag-
netic fields and bounded by dielectric walls. The PIC code self-
consistently resolves in one spatial dimension both the sheath
and the plasma bulk regions. The parallel execution of the PIC
code on multiple processors allows for the simulation of the
evolution of the plasma slab with width of hundreds of Debye
lengths over time intervals of the order of several ion transit
times. The numerical study of this model reveals a number of
kinetic effects that are important for the physics of Hall thrusters
[14]–[16]. The present paper is devoted to the formation of the
EVDF in Hall discharges.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the simu-
lated model is presented. In Section III, the properties of the
non-Maxwellian EVDF are described. In Section IV, the effects
of Coulomb collisions on the EVDF are discussed. The major
results are summarized in Section V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Consider the plasma bounded by two infinite parallel dielec-
tric walls capable of producing SEE (see Fig. 1). The axis is
directed normal to the walls, and the system is uniform along the

and axes. The plasma is immersed in the external constant
uniform magnetic field and electric field . The described
system is simulated with a parallel electrostatic PIC code that
was developed on the basis of a direct implicit algorithm [17],
[18] that reduces numerical heating. The code resolves one spa-
tial coordinate and three velocity components , , and
for each particle.

Elastic, excitation, and ionization collisions between elec-
trons and neutral xenon atoms are implemented via a Monte
Carlo model of collisions [19]. The neutral gas density is uni-
form across the plasma and is not changed during simulations.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the simulated plasma system. Two dielectric
walls represent the coaxial ceramic channel of a Hall thruster.

To account for the anomalously high electron mobility across
the magnetic field in Hall thrusters, additional “turbulent”
collisions are introduced [8] that randomly scatter particles in
the – plane without changing their energy [20]. The chosen
model of “turbulent” collisions is related with the assumption
that in Hall thrusters the anomalous electron mobility is due
to their scattering by the fluctuations of the azimuthal electric
field [21]. Such scattering occurs in the plane parallel to the
bounding walls and does not affect the electron velocity normal
to the walls. The electron–electron and electron–ion collisions
are implemented via the Langevin formulation described in
[22].

The SEE model is similar to that of [23]. The total flux of
secondary electrons consists of elastically reflected primary
electrons, inelastically backscattered primary electrons, and
true secondary electrons. Injection of these components is
determined by the corresponding emission coefficients, which
are functions of the energy and the angle of incidence of pri-
mary electrons [10], [23]–[25]. The ions are neutralized after
collision with the wall increasing the surface charge. The total
emission coefficient agrees with the available experimental
data for boron nitride ceramics grade HP [26].

The PIC code was benchmarked against the available numer-
ical and theoretical results. The code reproduces the main re-
sults of the early sheath simulations [27] with a Maxwellian
plasma source and SEE with a constant emission coefficient (for
such simulations, the wall at is substituted by a plasma
source). The linear increments of the two-stream instability of
a cold beam in a dense cold plasma [28] and the nonlinear sat-
uration of the beam-plasma instability [29] are reproduced with
periodic boundary conditions. The Coulomb collisions model
was tested on the problem of maxwellization of the anisotropic
“rectangular” EVDF similar to the test simulation described in
[22]; the good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the
results of [22] was found.

The frequency of “turbulent” collisions was typically ob-
tained as follows. The neutral gas density determined the
frequency of electron–neutral collisions , here
means averaging over the EVDF. Then the “turbulent” collision
frequency was adjusted such that the electron mobility
due to both “turbulent” and electron–neutral collisions corre-
sponds to the experimental value of the electron electric current
density :

(1)

TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS WITHOUT COULOMB COLLISIONS

where is the effective collision frequency
due to both “turbulent” and electron–neutral collisions, and

are the electron charge and mass, is the electron density
averaged over the width of the plasma slab, is the electron
cyclotron frequency.

As it is described above, the “turbulent” collision frequency
is obtained without the effects of plasma-wall interaction on
the plasma conductivity. This is a good approximation for
simulations of the low-voltage regimes of thruster operation

, when the intensity of secondary electron
emission is low and the wall effects are weak. In these regimes
the increase of electron mobility due to “turbulent” collisions
is the dominating effect. However, simulations with parameters
corresponding to high discharge voltages reveal
that the near-wall conductivity [30] may significantly increase
the electron current along the external accelerating electric field
(see [31]). In this case, in order to reproduce the experimental
current value in simulations, the “turbulent” frequency has to
be adjusted according to (1) with ,
where is the electron-wall collision frequency (which in its
turn has to be obtained in simulations). In this paper, we are
focused on the parametric study of the effects of “turbulent”
collisions on the EVDF rather than on the exact reproduction
of the experimental current.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE EVDF

The initial parameters of several simulations with two dielec-
tric walls described in this section are presented in Table I. For
all simulations, the width of the plasma slab is cm,
the neutral gas density is cm . Simulations 1–2
were carried out with parameters corresponding to the values
experimentally measured in a 2 kW Hall thruster for discharge
voltages and [32]. In these simu-
lations, the axial electric field and the radial magnetic field

were taken at the point of maximal electron temperature,
which is inside the thruster channel for the discharge voltage
range considered. The initial EVDF is isotropic Maxwellian. As
far as Coulomb collisions are typically considered negligible for
plasmas of Hall thrusters [33], in simulations described in this
section the electron–electron and electron–ion collisions were
omitted.
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The simulations reveal that the average energy of electron
motion along the accelerating electric field
is several times larger than the average energy of electron mo-
tion normal to the walls (see Table I), where
averaging is done over all electrons. Additionally, the av-
erage energy of electron motion in direction
exceeds by the value related with the drift motion.
Thus, the EVDF is strongly anisotropic. Regardless of the
drift, the difference between velocity distributions over and

is minor and only the EVDFs for and are discussed
below.

Qualitatively, the anisotropy of the EVDF can be explained
as follows. The electrons gain their energy from the accelerating
electric field as a result of “turbulent” collisions and colli-
sions with neutral atoms. Every collided electron gains its av-
erage energy when the guiding center of the electron cyclotron
orbit displaces against the electric field during approximately
half of the period of cyclotron rotation after the scattering oc-
curred. The field affects directly only the velocity and,
correspondingly, modifies the energy of an electron. How-
ever, the cyclotron rotation distributes this energy between the

and degrees of freedom. As a result, the heating occurs in
the direction parallel to the walls (independent on the particular
choice of this direction in the drift frame), while the
electron–neutral collisions strive for making the electron distri-
bution function isotropic [34]. If the frequency of “turbulent”
collisions is much higher than the frequency of collisions with
atoms

(2)

the electrons gain energy of motion parallel to the walls
much faster than this energy is transferred by electron–neutral
collisions to the motion normal to the walls, resulting in the
anisotropic EVDF [1], [35]. Case 1 in Table I is characterized by
the dominating turbulent conductivity (2), which corresponds
to the low voltage regime of thruster operation [32]. The EVDF
in this case is presented in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that in Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 3(a), the EVDF is strongly depleted for the energies

above the plasma potential , i.e., in the loss
cone [36]. This occurs because the mean free path between
two consecutive electron–neutral collisions (which may scatter
an electron towards the wall) m is much larger than
the width of the plasma slab, i.e., . In different energy
regions, the EVDF may be approximated by a Maxwellian
EVDF with the corresponding temperature. For instance, the
EVDF over normal velocity obtained by averaging of
the three-dimensional (3-D) EVDF is character-
ized by the effective “normal” temperature defined as

(3)

where . If is not
a Maxwellian EVDF, the temperature is a function of the

Fig. 2. For case 1 from Table I, the electron velocity distribution over v and v
in the middle of the plasma 10mm < x < 15mm plotted in energy coordinates
(the sign marks the velocity direction). (a) 3-D-plot. (b) Corresponding 2-D-
plot of the low-energy region jw j < 20 eV with contour lines. Any two
neighboring contour lines in (b) have level difference of 0.01. Plasma potential
relative to the wall is � = 23 V. Dashed bold line in (b) is w = w T =T +

const.

Fig. 3. For case 1 from Table I, the EVDF over v (a) and v (b) in the middle
of the plasma 10 mm < x < 15 mm plotted versus energy coordinate (the
sign marks the velocity direction). On both figures curve 1 is the plasma EVDF
in simulations. In (a), the two symmetric vertical lines mark the confinement
threshold energy w = e�, straight line 2 has the slope corresponding to T =

10:1 eV. In (b), straight line 2 has the slope corresponding to T = 20:1 eV.

normal energy . It is instructive to introduce the average tem-
perature as follows:

(4)
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Fig. 4. For case 2 from Table I, the electron velocity distribution over v and v
in the middle of the plasma 10mm < x < 15mm plotted in energy coordinates
(the sign marks the velocity direction). (a) 3-D-plot. (b) Corresponding 2-D-
plot of the low-energy region jw j < 20 eV with contour lines. Any two
neighboring contour lines in (b) have level difference of 0.05. Plasma potential
relative to the wall is � = 22 V. Dashed bold line in (b) is w = w T =T +

const.

where the upper integration limit is chosen such that the
EVDF decreases times compared to the max-
imum , here . Integration of (4) with (3)
gives

Similarly, the effective average temperature in the di-
rection may be introduced as the energy value de-
creasing times the EVDF over the velocity

, here .

The ratio between the average temperatures and is
a better characteristic of the EVDF anisotropy than the ratio
of the average energies and , (see the description
of case 4 below in this paper). For a two-dimensional (2-D)
EVDF , the contour lines

form rhombi if the EVDF is Maxwellian;
the ratio of the diagonals of a rhombus is the ratio of temper-
atures. The contour lines of the 2-D EVDF obtained in simu-
lations [e.g., Fig. 2(b)] are similar to rhombi, the linear graph

[see the bold dashed line in Fig. 2(b)] is
parallel to the corresponding segments of the contour lines of the
EVDF; the smaller the slope of the linear graph—the stronger
the anisotropy. The difference from the rhombic shape is due to
the finite number of velocity boxes used to calculate the EVDF
during simulations.

For high discharge voltages, the difference between the clas-
sical and the anomalous axial electron mobility decreases [11]

Fig. 5. For case 2 from Table I, the EVDF over v (a) and v (b) in the middle
of the plasma 10 mm < x < 15 mm plotted versus energy coordinate (the
sign marks the velocity direction). On both figures, curve 1 corresponds to the
bulk electrons; curve 2 to the electron beam emitted from the top wall; curve 3
to the electron beam emitted from the bottom wall. In (a), the two symmetric
vertical lines mark the confinement threshold energy w = e�, straight line 4
has the slope corresponding to T = 12:3 eV. In (b), straight line 4 has the
slope corresponding to T = 35:7 eV.

so that . In this case, the anisotropy may develop if
the axial electric field satisfies the criterion

(5)

where is the electron Larmor radius. If criterion (5) is sat-
isfied, the first collision of a low energy electron
provides the electron with a significant energy of motion parallel
to the walls , therefore, the subsequent electron–neu-
tral collision may scatter this electron to the loss cone and the
isotropization does not occur. The corresponding simulation is
number 2 in Table I. The 3-D-plot of the anisotropic EVDF of
such low-collisional plasma is presented in Fig. 4. Note that
in the loss cone the structure of the EVDF changes abruptly.
This happens because the loss cone is populated not only by the
scattered plasma bulk electrons, but also by secondary electrons
emitted from the walls. In Fig. 5(a), the corresponding EVDF
over is plotted with separated contributions of the secondary
electrons and of the plasma bulk electrons. The secondary elec-
trons form two counter-propagating beams [see curves 2 and 3
in Fig. 5(a)], which travel between the walls almost without col-
lisions. The secondary electron beams may form the major part
of the EVDF for , and, therefore, the main part of the
current to the walls. The EVDFs over of the beams of emitted
electrons may be locally nonsymmetric, as it is seen in Fig. 4(a)
and Fig. 5(b). This asymmetry reflects the motion of the emitted
electrons along the spiral-like trajectories: the acceleration and
deceleration in direction is combined with the cyclotron rota-
tion in – plane and drift in direction. As a result
of this motion at the time of collision with the wall, the average
energy of beam electrons exceeds the initial average energy of
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Fig. 6. For case 3 from Table I, the electron velocity distribution over v and v
in the middle of the plasma 10mm < x < 15mm plotted in energy coordinates
(the sign marks the velocity direction). (a) 3-D-plot. (b) Corresponding 2-D-
plot of the low-energy region jw j < 20 eV with contour lines. Any two
neighboring contour lines in (b) have level difference of 0.025. Plasma potential
relative to the wall is � = 20 V. Dashed bold line in (b) is w = w T =T +

const.

emission by the value of the order of due to the
drift motion, which may cause the significant secondary elec-
tron emission [31].

In fact, if criterion (5) is satisfied, the anisotropy develops
even in the absence of the “turbulent” collisions, as it is proved
by simulation 3, see Table I and Fig. 6 with Fig. 7. Note that the
anisotropy decreased compared to the case 2, where the turbu-
lent collision frequency was nonzero [compare the slopes of the
bold dashed lines in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 6(b)]. As one can see in
Fig. 7, the beams of secondary electrons form the major part of
the loss-cone electrons.

When criteria (2) and (3) are not satisfied, like it is for simu-
lation 4 presented in Table I, the anisotropy practically disap-
pears. The difference in the average energies and
(see Table I) is determined mostly by the strong depletion of the
EVDF over in the loss cone [see Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 9(a)]. At
the same time for energies below the plasma potential

the distributions over normal velocity and parallel ve-
locity are characterized by very close values of the effective
temperatures .

Qualitatively, the average parallel electron energy is deter-
mined by the balance of Joule heating and wall losses. Thus, the
average parallel energy should be proportional to the squared
accelerating electric field with some collisional factor. The low
average normal energy may be largely determined by the en-
ergy of electrons produced in ionization collisions. The correct
solution of the problem of scaling of the anisotropy in simulated
systems demands an analytical kinetic approach involving cal-
culation of cumbersome collisional integrals. This is the subject
of another paper.

Fig. 7. For case 3 from Table I, the EVDF over v (a) and v (b) in the middle
of the plasma 10 mm < x < 15 mm plotted versus energy coordinate (the
sign marks the velocity direction). On both figures curve 1 corresponds to the
bulk electrons; curve 2 to the electron beam emitted from the top wall; curve 3
to the electron beam emitted from the bottom wall. In (a), the two symmetric
vertical lines mark the confinement threshold energy w = e�, straight line 4
has the slope corresponding to T = 11:8 eV. In (b), straight line 4 has the
slope corresponding to T = 22:7 eV.

Fig. 8. For case 4 from Table I, the electron velocity distribution over v and v
in the middle of the plasma 10mm < x < 15mm plotted in energy coordinates
(the sign marks the velocity direction). (a) 3-D-plot. (b) Corresponding 2D-plot
of the low-energy region jw j < 20 eV with contour lines. Any two neigh-
boring contour lines in (b) have level difference of 0.025. Plasma potential rela-
tive to the wall is� = 6:2V. Dashed bold line in (b)w = w T =T +const.

IV. EFFECTS OF COULOMB COLLISIONS

Scattering of charged particles by Coulomb forces [37] is
a basic physical process, important for many phenomena in
space plasmas [38], [39] and laboratory plasmas [40], [41].
Coulomb collisions between particles of the same species, e.g.,
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Fig. 9. For case 4 from Table I, the EVDF over v (a) and v (b) in the middle
of the plasma 10 mm < x < 15 mm plotted versus energy coordinate (the
sign marks the velocity direction). On both figures, curve 1 is the plasma EVDF
in simulations. In (a), the two symmetric vertical lines mark the confinement
threshold energyw = e�, straight line 2 has the slope corresponding to T =

3:9 eV. In (b), straight line 2 has the slope corresponding to T = 4:2 eV.

electron–electron (e–e) collisions, drive the velocity distribu-
tion function towards an isotropic Maxwellian distribution.
Coulomb collisions between particles with essentially different
masses, e.g., electron–ion (e–i) collisions, are characterized
by negligible energy exchange and thus contribute only to the
isotropization of the velocity distribution function of light parti-
cles. In bounded plasmas, Coulomb collisions supply electrons
to the loss cone and thus play the role similar to the role of
collisions with neutral atoms. Coulomb scattering occurs pre-
dominantly with small angles. Although scattering with large
angles is infrequent, many successive small-angle
collisions lead to large-angle scattering. For e-i collisions, the
effective frequency of large-angle deflection after
many small-angle collisions is given by [42], [43]

where is the density of target particles (ions),
is the electron kinetic energy, is the electron velocity, is
the Coulomb logarithm, . The fre-
quency of single large-angle collisions is much smaller
than the effective frequency of diffusive deflection ,

[42]. The difference between the fre-
quencies of large-angle deflection due to e–i and e–e collisions,

and , is a factor of order unity [44]. The effective total
frequency of large-angle diffusive deflection and the effec-
tive total frequency of single large-angle scattering due to
both e–i and e–e collisions are

(6)

It is commonly accepted that Coulomb collisions play a minor
role [33] in Hall thrusters, for since for such plasmas the fre-
quencies of Coulomb collision ( and

) are much smaller than the frequencies of electron–neu-
tral or “turbulent” col-
lisions. The direct modification of the number of particles in
the loss cone due to the large-angle Coulomb collisions is about

of the unmodified value. The effective fre-
quency characterizes the rate of isotropization of EVDF
due to Coulomb collisions, and it can be responsible for filling
the loss cone with modification of order . The
role of Coulomb collisions for electron heating is small, as long
as , and an electron undergoes many “turbu-
lent” or electron–atom collisions before its velocity is deflected
by Coulomb collisions.

Note that the collisional frequencies described in the previous
paragraph depend crucially on the design and the regime of op-
eration of a thruster. The frequency of electron–atom collisions

is proportional to the neutral gas density , which can
be decreased either by reducing the neutral gas flow rate (the
so-called throttling regime), or by performing ionization in a
different section of the device, as it is in the two-stage thrusters
[45]. Additionally, can be decreased if gases lighter than
xenon are used (such as argon or hydrogen, with smaller cross
sections of electron–neutral collisions). Below it will be shown
that in some regimes of a conventional thruster, a small mod-
ification of the degree of anisotropy due to Coulomb
collisions may result in noticeable changes in the intensity of
secondary electron emission, plasma potential and wall current.
Modification of the EVDF by Coulomb scattering is consis-
tently connected with the modification of the intensity of sec-
ondary electron emission. The emission coefficient is defined
as , where is the flux of secondary electrons
emitted by the dielectric wall, and is the flux of primary elec-
trons bombarding that wall. The closer the is to unity, the more
sensitive the plasma becomes with respect to small modifica-
tions of the EVDF.

To investigate the modification of the EVDF in a Hall
thruster by Coulomb collisions, the pairs of simulations with
identical initial parameters have been carried out with and
without Coulomb collisions. Initial parameters and major
results of these simulations are presented in Table II. The width
of the plasma slab is cm; the neutral gas density is

cm . The gas density was reduced compared to
the value used in the previous section to enhance the effect of
Coulomb collision, but it is still within the range of experi-
mental parameters. Initial plasma parameters are: the electron
density is cm , the EVDF is Maxwellian with
the drift velocity along the axis with the electron
temperature . Duration of simulations until the
quasi-steady state is 8 for cases 5 and 6, and 10 for cases
7 and 8.

In Table II, the effective frequencies of Coulomb collisions
and are calculated via (6) for electrons with energy

equal to the threshold of electron confinement , and
. The frequency of electron-wall collisions for plasma bulk

electrons is defined as , where is the
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS AND RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS FOR STUDYING

THE EFFECTS OF COULOMB COLLISIONS

electron flux consisting of electrons scattered to the loss cone
by collisions with neutral atoms or Coulomb collisions.

The pair of simulations 5 and 6 of Table II is characterized by
the low axial electric field and the relatively low frequency
of “turbulent” collisions ; the effects of modification of sec-
ondary emission are minimal for these simulations. Coulomb
collisions, accounted for in simulation 6, resulted in the fol-
lowing (compare cases 5 and 6 of Table II).

• The degree of EVDF anisotropy has decreased from
1.86 to 1.67, i.e., by 10%, the electron temperature has
increased.

• The plasma potential has increased by 37%.
• The emission coefficient, , has decreased because a more

isotropic EVDF has lower energy of electrons in the loss
cone, the decrease is insignificant.

• Due to the higher electron temperature , the flux of par-
ticles (ions and electrons) to the wall has increased, in par-
ticular, the electron wall collision frequency has in-
creased by 12.5%.

• The loss cone of the EVDF over for bulk electrons [line
with markers in Fig. 10(a)] has been shifted to higher ener-
gies corresponding to the increased plasma potential. The
transition form EVDF bulk to the loss cone is smoothed.

• The EVDF modifications over are insignificant [see Fig.
10(b)].

• The EVDFs over for secondary electron beams (line
with markers in Fig. 10(c) for the beam emitted from the
bottom wall) have shifted to higher energies in consistence
with the increased plasma potential.

• There is no significant difference between EVDFs over
for secondary electron beams in both cases [see Fig. 10(d)].

In simulations 7 and 8 of Table II, the electric field is
higher than in cases 5 and 6. The emission coefficient is close
to unity. In these simulations the frequency of “turbulent” col-
lisions was reduced according to the correction due to the near-
wall conductivity effect, as discussed above in the end of Sec-
tion II. The electron current along the external electric field

Fig. 10. EVDF over v (a) and v (b) for the bulk plasma, the EVDF over v
(c) and v (d) for the secondary electron beam emitted from the bottom wall.
All EVDFs are plotted versus energy coordinate, the sign marks the velocity di-
rection. Lines without markers correspond to case 5 (Coulomb collisions turned
off) and lines with markers correspond to case 6 (Coulomb collisions turned
on) from Table II. In (a) and (c), the two vertical lines mark the confinement
threshold energies w = e� corresponding to cases 5 (w = 8:6 eV) and
6 (w = 11:8eV). EVDFs are calculated in the middle of the plasma 10mm <

x < 15 mm.

corresponds better to the experimental electron current than the
current in simulation 2 of Table I carried out with the same ex-
ternal electric field. The Coulomb collisions turned on in simu-
lation 8 resulted in the following difference from simulation 7,
as shown in Table II.

• The degree of anisotropy has decreased from 3.03
to 2.25, i.e. by 26%.

• The electron temperature has increased by 23%.
• The plasma potential has increased insignificantly despite

the considerable change in , because the growth of the
plasma potential is compensated by the increased intensity
of secondary electron emission (see the next item).

• Modification of the plasma potential has resulted in the de-
creased time of electron flight between the walls, which has
lead to the increased energy of secondary electron beam
at the target wall [31] and, correspondingly, enhanced the
emission coefficient, .
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Fig. 11. EVDF over v (a) and v (b) for the bulk plasma, the EVDF over v
(c) and v (d) for the secondary electron beam emitted from the bottom wall.
All EVDFs are plotted versus energy coordinate, the sign marks the velocity di-
rection. Lines without markers correspond to case 7 (Coulomb collisions turned
off) and lines with markers correspond to case 8 (Coulomb collisions turned
on) from Table II. In (a) and (c), the vertical line w = 19:7 eV mark the
confinement threshold energy e� corresponding to cases 8 (case 7 has a close
value e� = 19:4 eV). EVDFs are calculated in the middle of the plasma
10 mm < x < 15 mm.

• As far as is close to unity, small increase of has resulted
in significant growth of wall collision frequency , by
63%.

• The EVDF over for bulk electrons with Coulomb colli-
sions [line with markers in Fig. 11(a)] has smoother transi-
tion to the loss cone region and has slightly more particles
in this region than the EVDF without Coulomb collisions
[plain line in Fig. 11(a)].

• The EVDF over for bulk electrons [line with markers
in Fig. 11(b)] has less particles in the high energy tail than
such EVDF without Coulomb collisions [plain line in Fig.
11(b)].

• The EVDFs over and for secondary electrons have
changed insignificantly, mainly due to the increase of the
secondary electron current [see Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d)].

In simulations 5 and 6 the electron energy is lower than in
simulations 7 and 8, but the effect of Coulomb collisions is no-
ticeably stronger for the latter case. The reason is the greater

sensitivity of plasma parameters to the intensity of secondary
electron emission in regimes with .

V. CONCLUSION

The PIC simulations reveal that electron velocity distri-
butions in plasmas of Hall discharges are non-Maxwellian,
anisotropic, and depleted for high energies normal to the walls.

The anisotropy is largely determined by high frequency of
“turbulent” collisions, which are introduced in order to repro-
duce the anomalous electron mobility across the magnetic field.
However, in the limit of strong external accelerating fields, the
anisotropy develops even without “turbulent” collisions. Note
that this is in contrast with ordinary gas discharges, where the
electron temperature is much smaller and the EVDF is isotropic.

For electrons in Hall thrusters, the frequency of Coulomb col-
lisions is much smaller than the frequency of “turbulent” colli-
sions and collisions with neutral atoms. As a result, the effects
of Coulomb collisions on EVDF are typically weak. Consid-
erable changes occur when the secondary electron emission is
close to the space charge limited regime, i.e., . For typ-
ical Hall thruster parameters corresponding to such regime, the
electron fluxes to the wall increase by a few tens of percents
with Coulomb collisions.

The depletion of the high-energy tail develops because the
electron mean free path far exceeds the width of the plasma
slab and electrons with energy larger than the plasma poten-
tial quickly leave and get lost at the walls. Such region of ve-
locity space forms a loss cone in the phase space. The loss
cone may be largely populated by secondary electrons emitted
from the bounding walls due to secondary emission. These sec-
ondary electrons can considerably contribute to the electron cur-
rent to the walls and affect the plasma potential. PIC simulations
and analytical theory shows that [46] such beams can penetrate
plasma from one wall to another. In the limit of complete pene-
tration, the secondary electron flux from one wall is equal to the
flux of emitted electrons from another wall. As a result, both
fluxes flowing in the opposite directions do not contribute to the
electron current, and the space saturated sheath does not occur
[16], [47], thus grossly reducing particle wall losses for the bulk
plasma compared to the case when the secondary beam pene-
tration is not perfect. The study of electron beam penetration is
under way [46].
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